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Abstract 
Requirements evolve, not only during system development but also after a system 
has been installed. This paper discusses our work on defining a systematic ap
proach for managing change at the requirements level. We present a meta-model 
for change concepts, which is used to underpin a proposed process for change 
management. Related work is discussed and the paper concludes by delineating 
the issues in requirements evolution that have emerged so far from our work. 
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1 MOTIVATION: CHANGE AND EVOLUTION IN 
REQUIREMENTS 

Lehman and Belady (1985) highlighted the problem of change in their book 'Pro
gram Evolution' when they remarked 'there is no such thing as a finished com
puter program'. Change is an important area of research for a number of reasons: 

• User's needs change. The need for change often arises from a desire for addi
tional system functionality (system extensions) or as a result of usability 
'breakdowns' (Petroski 1985, Fischer and Nakakoji 1992). This is often 
known as perfective maintenance (Leintz and Swanson, 1980). If a system 
does not reflect the user's needs, it is unlikely to be used. 

• Changes in the environment, such as the law, policies and commercial circum
stance, can place new demands on a system. Ignoring changes in the envi
ronment are likely to render a system 'out-of-date' and eventually obsolete 
(Harker et al. 1993). Indeed, Lehman's (1985) first law of continuing change 
states 'a program that is used in a real-world environment necessarily must 
change or become progressively less useful in that environment'. 

• Computer systems are becoming increasingly embedded in the fabric of society 
(e.g. banking systems, telecommunications systems, the Internet). Technolo
gists are no longer in a position to casually change a system without thought 
for the social implications. 

• There is a current trend towards co-operative computing (Oates et al. 1997). In 
a co-operative computing environment, changes to one system are likely to 
cause 'knock-on' changes to other co-operating systems. 

• Software evolution has shown to be more expensive than developing the soft
ware in the first place. It has been estimated that 40-90% of lifecycle costs 
occurs after a system is actually delivered (Bennett 1996). 

We are interested in developing systematic methods for managing change at the 
requirements level, particularly when a system is already operational. This paper 
reports on our early efforts to develop systematic methods for managing require
ments change on the EVE (EVolution Engineering) project. 

2 ELEMENTS OF REQUIREMENTS EVOLUTION 

Requirements evolution is not a problem that can be directly 'solved'. We can not, 
for example, prevent the government changing a law that we know will affect a 
system. We can, however, actively manage changing requirements. To do this 
successfully requires attention to at least four areas: 

• Environmental monitoring. The environment of a system includes its users, the 
organisation, competitors, business strategy, laws and policies. The environ-
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ment needs to be continually monitored to detect change that may affect a 
system (note that not all change is immediately noticeable). 

• Outward impact assessment. The effect that new or altered requirements are 
likely to have on different stakeholders must be assessed. 

• Inward impact assessment. The effect that new or altered requirements are 
likely to have on the system itself must be assessed (Arnold and Bohner 1996). 

• Risk analysis. The risks of introducing new or altered requirements must be 
identified and assessed against the risk of a policy of non-change. 

3 THE CYCLIC NATURE OF REQUIREMENTS EVOLUTION 

We see requirements evolution as a cyclic process, which we call the EVE-cycle 
(Figure 1), which only ends when a system is formally decommissioned. 

The EVE cycle is driven by change. Change generates new or altered require
ments to be met by the existing system (which are fed into the maintenance proc
ess). The process is cyclic because new changes will emerge across the entire life
time of the system rather than just at the beginning of its development. 

Existing 
System 

Figure 1 The EVE cycle. 

New 
Requirements 

4 METHODOLOGICAL GUIDANCE: THE EVE FRAMEWORK 

The EVE framework seeks to provide technologists (such as software developers 
and requirements engineers) with methodological guidance for dealing with re
quirements evolution. The EVE framework consists of two parts: a meta-model 
that captures a set of key concepts in requirements evolution, and an associated 
process model that structures the process for managing evolving requirements. To 
illustrate the application of EVE, consider the example of simple operational com
puterised University Library System (ULS) with supports the borrowing and re
serving of library books. From our own experience, the library at the University of 
Hertfordshire (the institution of the author) suffers from the perennial problem of 
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certain books not being available during exam time (typically May and June each 
year). As the situation has become more severe (for one, the student population 
has increased significantly recently in the last few years), there is a clear and ur
gent need for change. 

---time " 

Design Olange 
([}change) 

Environment Olange 
(E-change) 

~uirement 01ange 
(R-change) 

Vlev.point 01ange 
(V-change) 

Figure 2 The change framework: four types of change. 

5 TYPES OF CHANGE 

Changes drive the EVE-cycle and are at the heart of requirements evolution. To 
properly deal with change, it is necessary to appreciate the different types of 
change. The EVE framework recognises four types of change (Figure 2). Briefly, 
the four types of change are: 

• Environment change (£-change). These are changes that occur within the envi
ronment, e.g. usability breakdowns, the introduction of new laws, policy 
changes and fluctuating business circumstances. 

• Requirement change (R-Change). These are new (or modified) requirements. 
R-changes are derived from an analysis of E-changes. R-changes are the kind 
of requirements that are typically captured by technologists and are generally 
of the form 'the system shall . . .'. At this stage, R-changes are intentional and 
subject to negotiation. 
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• Viewpoint change (V-Change) also called 'impact'. R-changes, if implemented, 
are likely to 'impact' stakeholders in different ways. The introduction of 
automatic teller machines, for example, has changed the way bank customers 
can withdraw money from their account (instead of over the counter). This 
change to the 'life' of the stakeholder is known as V-change. 

• Design change (D-Change). R-changes may have implications to the existing 
design of the system, known as D-changes. D-changes, however, are not only 
restricted to software, but may also include the addition of new hardware. 

The types of change are obviously entwined. The traditional focus of work on 
traceability addresses the link between R-Changes and D-Changes. In the past, 
E-Changes have not been explicitly captured. In requirements evolution, how
ever, we argue the need to focus on links between E-Change, R-Change and V
Change. 

6 EVE META-MODEL & PROCESS MODEL: MODELLING AND 
GUIDANCE FOR REQUIREMENTS REVOLUTION 

We have developed a meta-model (Figure 3) that captures what we see as a set of 
key concepts in requirements evolution. 

design 
change 
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~ environment 
~ incites c~a1~ge 
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has has affects 

~carries( impact * H :r vi""'!'!inl 
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I violati;, ~inhibilsG 
Figure 3 The EVE meta-model. 
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The EVE process model uses the EVE meta-model to provide a structured pro
cess for studying change which can be described as follows (concepts from the 
EVE meta-model are capitalised): 

Monitor the environment for any ENVIRONMENT CHANGE 
QUESTION if an environment change will affect the existing computer system, by con
sidering the possible SCENARIOS in light of the environment change 
Identify the possible REQUIREMENT CHANGE to the existing computer system 
For each requirement change 

Identify the stakeholder VIEWPOINTS 
For each viewpoint 

End 

Identify the viewpoinrs NEEDS 
Consider the IMPACT the requirement change has on the viewpoint 
Assess if the impact VIOLATES any of the viewpoinrs needs 

Consider the DESIGN CHANGE implied by the requirement change 
Assess the overall RISKS associated with the requirement change 
Decide if the requirement change should go ahead 

End 

There are a number of important points to note about the EVE process model: 

• We deal with requirements evolution on a change-by-change basis where each 
change corresponds to a 'slice' of requirements evolution. 

• Change identification is essentially a transition process from E-change through 
toR-change, V-change and D-change. 

• The impact of R-change on different stakeholder viewpoints (V-change) is seen 
as central to the requirements evolution process. 

• Areas of potential friction are highlighted when V -change violates a view
point's basic needs. 

• We study V -change before D-change, placing stakeholder concerns before 
'technical' concerns, i.e. consideration of social responsibility. 

• Only when change has been properly studied and risks assessed is a formal de
cision taken about whether or not an R-change should go ahead. 

7 ILLUSTRATION: THE LIBRARY EXAMPLE 

We use the ULS example to give a concrete illustration of our ideas. As the start
ing point, recall the problem mentioned earlier, which we call E-change-1: 

E-change-1 : Growing dissatisfaction among students that certain books are un
available at exam time. 
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7.1 Scenarios for coping with change 

The next step is to ask questions about how to deal with E-change-1. Note that, at 
this stage, we are not concerned with the ULS computer system per se, but with the 
problem in its broader context. Possible scenarios for coping with E-change-1 are: 

Sl: Buy more books. 
S2: Reduce the borrowing limit for books during exam time. 
S3: Make some books, which are usually borrowable, as non-borrowable during 

exam time. 
S4: Reduce the borrowing period for books during exam time. 

The main issue that faces the decision-maker is deciding which scenario best 
addresses E-change-1 (or which is most affordable as the case may be). We use 
the term 'decision-maker' rather than 'technologist' because the level of decision
making at this stage is strategic and may be beyond the remit of the technologist. 
Let us assume that Scenario 3 (S3) is endorsed (though a decision might be taken 
to endorse two or more scenarios). 

7.2 Identifying R-changes 

The next stage in the EVE process is to consider the R-changes that arise from 
Scenario 3. There are two steps involved here: 

1. The derivation of the requirements necessary to support the scenario. 
2. The allocation of the requirements as the responsibility of the human (librarian) 

or the machine (the computer-based ULS) as R-changes. 

To illustrate these steps, Figure 4 shows the 4 scenarios mentioned earlier and 
the derived requirements necessary to support each scenario (in practice, we would 
only do this for our selected scenario). 

As can be seen for scenario 3, we have derived 3 new requirements: 

I. New-requirement-!: A book can have its status changed from borrowable to 
non-borrowable, and vice-versa. 

2. New-requirement-2: Students (users of the library) must be notified beforehand 
of the new regulations and the fact that certain books will be changing status 
in the 'run up' to exam time. 

3. New-requirement-3: The change in status of a book will commence at the start 
of the exam period and revert back at the end of the exam period. 
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In addition, there are some other requirements we have not explicitly included 
in Figure 4 that support scenario 3. These include: 

1. New-requirement-4: An agent must decide which books will change status. 
2. New-requirement-S: An agent must define the exam period (stipulate the start 

and end dates). 

scenano 1 

Books not 
available at 
exam time 

scenario 2 scenario 3 

Buy more 
books 

new 
regula! ions 

Figure 4 Scenarios and their derived requirements. 

7.3 Allocating responsibility 

The next step is to allocate responsibility for each new requirement. For example, 
New-requirement-2, 4 and 5 appear to be the responsibility of the librarian (though 
with Email facilities, it is conceivable that New-requirement-2 could be the re
sponsibility of the ULS). New-requirement-} and 3 are allocated as the responsi
bility of the ULS (the software system that is) and are what we term as the R
changes. 

7.4 Impact assessment 

Impact assessment is concerned with the analysis of change to the lives of the 
stakeholders. We use a viewpoint (Finkelstein et al. 1990) approach. In the case 
of the ULS, there are at least 3 important viewpoints we need to consider: library 
manager, student and librarian. Impact assessment matrices are a standard tech
nique in environmental impact assessment (Erickson 1994). We have adopted 
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similar matrices for use in requirements evolution, which we call viewpoint analy
sis matrices. A simple form of viewpoint analysis matrix for the ULS is shown in 
Table I. 

The '+' in the viewpoint analysis matrix indicates a positive impact of a sce
nario from a particular viewpoint, and the '-' indicates a negative impact. At a cur
sory glance, we can see that scenario 3 does not appear to violate any stakeholder's 
basic needs. If, on the other hand, we closed the library during exam time it would 
violate the student's basic need to use books in the library and have a quiet place to 
study. Importantly, the value of the viewpoint analysis matrix is that it brings 
stakeholder viewpoints into the requirements evolution process at an early stage, 
when R-changes are still open to negotiation. 

Table 1 A viewpoint analysis matrix 

Scenario 3: 
Make some 
books non
borrowable 
during exam 
time. 

Student Librarian Manager 

+S 1: Helps pre
vent other stu
dents from de-

+Ll: Prevents students from +Ml: Fewer 
hoarding books at a crucial complaints from 
time. students about 

priving me of 
books that I need +L2: Helps ensure that cer
during exam time. tain books remain within the 

confines of the library itself. 
-S2: Means that I 
can't always take -L3: Extra work: have to li-
away the books aise with individual lecturers 
that I want for about which books are most 
myself during likely to be borrowed. 
exam time. 

-U: Doesn't prevent stu
dents from hiding books 
within the library! 

book unavail
ability during 
exam time. 

7.5 Considering risk and implications 

Risk is often referred to an event with a likelihood of occurrence and some poten
tially negative consequence (Charette et al. 1997). Risk is an important factor in 
deciding whether or not an R-change will actually be given the go-ahead. For ex
ample, in the viewpoint analysis matrix of Table I earlier, a number of negative 
impacts were identified (S2, L3 and L4). For example, a negative impact from the 
student viewpoint: 
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-S2: Means that I can't always take away the books that I want for myself dur
ing exam time. 

However, we may not consider the risk associated with S2 as worryingly high, 
e.g. it is not likely to cause students to revolt, particularly given that it is balanced 
by Sl. However, there is potentially a much more serious risk associated with L5: 

-L4: Doesn't prevent students hiding books within the library! 

L4 calls into question the effectiveness of Scenario 3. However, the issue may 
never have arisen if we did not explicitly draw attention to it using the viewpoint 
analysis matrix. 

The two previous examples of risk emerged from an analysis of impact on 
stakeholder viewpoints. There are other kinds of risks, however, such as design 
changes (D-changes). In the ULS, for example, changing the status of some books 
to non-borrowable during exam time has implications for the reservation of books, 
D-change-1: Reserving books is affected. Specifically, some of the questions we 
need to ask in relation to D-change-1 are: 

• What if a book is reserved, but then becomes available during the exam period? 
Is it still borrowable if it is one of the books that has changed its status to non
borrowable? 

• If not, should a reservation even be allowed (or perhaps questioned) if it is ap
parent that the book will only be 'released' during the exam period? 

• Should reservations be restricted during exam time? 
• What happens to outstanding reservations after the exam period when books 

revert back to their regular status? 

Such questions obviously need to be thought through more thoroughly, but un
questionably, constitute a risk in the evolution of the ULS. Ignoring D-change-1, 
whether deliberately or through genuine oversight, will result in confusion. We 
argue here the preference for considering D-changes early on as an explicit part of 
managing requirements evolution. 

8 SUMMARISING: ISSUES IN REQUIREMENTS EVOLUTION 

This section summarises the issues in requirements evolution based on our work so 
far on the EVE project are: 

• Modelling Evolution. There are fundamental questions to be addressed con
cerning how we, as technologists, model, represent and reason about software 
evolution. There are few accepted process models for software evolution. 
The IEEE standard on software maintenance is one 'approach' (described 
later). Another approach is FEAST (Lehman 1996) which views software 
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evolution a as set of feedback loops. In EVE, we model evolution as a series 
of distinct changes that must be carefully studied and analysed in terms of the 
existing computer system, the environment and stakeholders. 

• Change Analysis. Requirements evolution forces us to ask 'why' and 'where 
from' questions about changing requirements: why have we got new require
ments and where do they come from? In EVE, the change framework used 
recognises four main types of change: E-change, R-change, V-change and D
change. The study of change, however, remains an open issue. 

• Impact Assessment Approaches. Those working in environmental sciences 
commonly use structured impact assessment methodologies. Erickson (1994). 
Industry-specific impact assessment methodologies such as chemical hazard 
and risk assessment have been adapted and are popular in safety-critical sys
tems development (Leveson 1996). We feel that the use of such impact as
sessment methodologies should play a significant part in requirements evolu
tion. As systems take on increasingly important and sensitive roles, impact as
sessment needs to cover a broad range of social, environmental and cultural is
sues. 

• Risk Assessment The area of risk analysis and management has gained recent 
popularity, e.g. the recent special issue in the May-June edition of IEEE Soft
ware and the work of the SEI (Sisti and Joseph 1994). The focus of the cur
rent work on risk analysis and management is primarily concerned with the 
analysis of risks related to software projects. In requirements evolution, how
ever, we adopt a different view of risk in relation to viewpoint enhancement or 
degradation- we ask 'is this R-change going to make life better or worse for 
viewpoint X?'. Frequently, answering these questions requires social and 
even moral judgements to be made. 

• Multiple Change. In the ULS example, we considered only a single E-change. 
In the real world, we can expect many parallel and, possibly competing, 
changes. For example, in many areas of UK government policy such as 
health, education and transport, there are often competing changes to do with 
raising standards and increasing numbers but at the expense of only a marginal 
increase in cost. In such situations, there must be a trade-off between com
peting changes before one can begin to understand how this may influence the 
evolution of a system. 

• Extended Traceability. Traceability is concerned with establishing purposeful 
links between engineering artefacts, to support, for example, impact analysis 
during software maintenance. To adequately support requirements evolution, 
we need a richer notion of traceability. At the very least, traceability must be 
extended to include specification actors as well as specification artefacts. In 
the EVE framework, traceability must document changed artefacts in terms of 
E-changes, R-changes, V-changes and D-changes. 

• Tool Support There are a number of existing tools that can be made to support 
requirements evolution. Configuration management tools are one kind of tool, 
even though they are most widely used in the context of program, rather than 
requirements, evolution. It should also be possible to extend traceability tools 
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to cover the entire change framework (including E-change, R-change, V
change and D-change). Related to this, are change management tools that deal 
with dependency and propagation management (Huh and Rosenberg 1996). 
Risk management information systems such as RAMP (Charette et al. 1997) 
might also be helpful in risk assessment, in particular, the assessment of risk 
based on analogous situations. 

9 RELATED WORK 

Recently, there have been a small number of approaches that explicitly address 
problems of software evolution. The IEEE process model of software mainte
nance, for example, is comprised of 7 stages: problem identification, analysis, de
sign, implementation, system test, acceptance test and delivery (from Bennett 
1996). Within this model, we feel that the EVE framework fits into the 'analysis' 
stage by providing methodological guidance for requirements maintenance analy
sis. The current work of Lehman ( 1996) on the FEAST (Feedback, Evolution and 
Software Technology) project proposes the hypothesis that software evolution can 
be modelled as a series of feedback loops. 

Yu (1997) has proposed a logical framework for reasoning about requirement 
changes. The logical framework includes the concepts of goal, task and resource 
and the relations of positive and negative contribution. Zowghi and Offen (1997) 
have also proposed a logical framework. Clearly, the ability to do any useful rea
soning relies on having an accurate and comprehensive logical model in the first 
place. We see the EVE meta-model as one possible means of acquiring the con
cepts needed to construct a useful logical model. The work of Chung et al. ( 1997) 
uses goal-structures, a means of structuring requirements, to help reason about 
change. Goal-structures capture the relationship or traceability between goals and 
sub-goals, which can be used to reason about alternative design decisions and 
analyse trade-offs. One of the main differences here with our work is the notion of 
impact. In Chung et al. 's approach, impact is the effects on the system in terms of 
responsiveness, reliability and other non-functional qualities. In EVE, impact is 
the effect on stakeholder viewpoints. Our view of impact may subsume effects on 
a system's non-functional qualities, but we present these as stakeholder-oriented 
impacts (e.g. lack of responsiveness may be seen as user frustration). 

The work of Sugden and Strens ( 1996a; 1996b) on the PROTEUS project iden
tifies three broad strategies for dealing with change: a) identify the need for change 
as early as possible in the lifecycle, b) facilitate the incorporation of change and c) 
reduce or suppress change. Their work also highlights the importance of risk and 
impact analysis in requirements evolution, but does not attempt to provide a meth
odology for managing requirements evolution as we aim to do in the EVE frame
work. 
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10 CONCLUSIONS 

The paper has discussed the problem of requirements evolution and change. We 
have contributed a number of ideas which might help to advance our understanding 
of how to manage requirements evolution: the change framework (E-change, R
change, V-change and D-change); the EVE meta-model which highlights concepts 
such as risk and viewpoint; and the EVE process model that provides a methodo
logical framework to guide the requirements engineer in handling new and chang
ing requirements. We are continuing to develop these ideas before attempting to 
carry out a more formal evaluation of them. We are currently investigating re
quirements evolution in the domain of customer complaints systems for a small 
commercial organisation. This will illuminate the usefulness of our ideas, which 
we hope to report on in the future. Finally, one of the most interesting points to 
arise from our work is the notion of social and environmental responsibility. As 
software systems play an increasingly important role within society, any attempt to 
change them must be accompanied by an assessment of social and environmental 
impact. We feel this is one of the themes that should be more directly addressed in 
any future work on software evolution. 
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